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ATM STRADDLE PRICE 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 
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FUND POSITION__________________________ 

Notes (vol, skew, daily activity): 

 

 

 

 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

Notable Trades: 

Corn 1/21/2020 - 1/24/2020

1/22 H420/440c 1x2 1/4¢ 5300x

N360p 3¢ 3500x
            2 3/4¢ 2000x
H400c 3 3/8¢ 1000x
K360p 1 1/4¢ 1000x

1/24

383 1/2

404 3/4

H

K

N

385 12 1/4 14.25%

390 24 1/4 15.5%

400 35 1/2 17.25%

-65k COT (+14k w/w)

Neutral

375

371

390

394

The Corn market finsihed the week down 2¢ with vol down 1 1/2%. 

Corn started the week as a Wheat follower. It also ended the week as a sort of Wheat follower. We 
have been saying that it is going to be hard for Corn to break as long as Wheat was grinding higher. 
That's exactly what we saw for about 2 weeks. Analysts kept making excuses for why corn could rally, 
but it seemed to be near the top of a trading range. As wheat broke, Corn seemed to "get premission" 
to drop as well. We saw vol dip on this break, its a mean reversion, so that not unexpected. 

We see the larger corn range as 360-390. Theres an outside chance at a major break. If planting 
comes in where the early estimates have it, and the weather starts good, there is going to be a lot 
of price resistance due to the more than adequate supply. We would need to see demand step up 
in a major way just tot sustain the currrent price level. 
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Wheat 1/21/2020 - 1/24/2020

1/21 H550p 3 1/2¢ 750x

N500/470p 1x2 7/8¢ 1700x1/23

542 1/4

516 3/4

H

K

N

575 27 1/4 21.5%

570 50 22%

570 22.25%65 1/2

+39k COT (+13k w/w)

Still technically higher, but breaking

550

516 3/4

575

583

Wheat! What an interesting market story to follow. Difficult as always to trade. The market finished 
the week up 3¢ (although it felt like a down week) with vol up 1%. 

After pushing to new highs on Wednesday, the market failed and closed lower. Not necessarially a 
bearish sign, but a good sign the the bulls were running out of energy. That was the weak sign that 
broke the camels back. After not recovering Thursday, Wheat sold off more friday. A bull market needs
to be fed daily. 

Interesting still is that wheat techinally hasn't done any chart damage yet. It could still break to about 
550 in May before it hits trendline support. Given the blowoff top, odds are that it will test the trendline
but it doesn't need to do it in a hurry. Wheat could chop around and grind lower for a while. With vol 
in the low 20's we would expect it to drop a couple percentage points if that happens. Additionally, 
last week we saw the call skew bid up for the first time, a bearish sign that funds are buying calls and 
selling futures. 
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Soybeans 1/21/2020 - 1/24/2020

H

K

N
X

900 21 10.5%

920 42 3/4 11.5%

920 59 1/4 12.25%
940 88 1/2 13.75%

1/21 H960c 1 7/8¢ 1300x
H940/980c vs K 960/100c
     3 1/2¢ 1600x
K940p 27 1/2¢ 700x

H960c 1 7/8¢ 600x
H960c 1 3/4¢ 3000x
H960c 1 1/4¢ 1300x
H940/980c vs K 960/100c
     3 1/2¢ 1500x

H970c 3/4¢ 1000x

H880/890p 2 3/4¢ 1000x
N800p 1¢ 600x

1/22

1/23

1/24

925

920 1/2

-19k COT (-22k w/w)

Lower 

882 1/2

865

920 1/2

945

Beans finished the week down 27 3/4¢ with volatility soft. The selloff accelerated after the phase one 
deal was signed, and we didn't really see any follow through buying. The market seemed content to 
hold longs into the signing, but were quick to dump them when they didn't see immediate results. 

In South America, we are still seeing postive crop developments. We still hear analysts staying parts 
have too much rain, and parts have not enough. But that's the same story every year. All signs point 
to a good crop. 

The market has sold off quite a bit. Its factored in higher potential planting, good SA crop, and the 
currentl level of demand. The Chinese purchases are still a wild card that the market is now discounting. 
Its going to be har, in our opinion, to break this market too much more.  Because of the low vol, there 
is some opportunity in selling ratio put spreads, or just plain straddle buying and scalping the futures. 
There is a lot of time, and the price is attractive, if you are a gamma scalper. 




